
 

Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

Helping Children Feel “More Blessed Than Stressed”  
HELP YOUR CHILD TO BE MORE AWARE OF JOY than frustration and disappointment. 

Start by avoiding questions that predictably produce negative answers. Was your test really hard? 

Did your friend argue with you again today? Was your lunch okay? Expressing our intense con-

cerns for children through the most well-intentioned questions can easily turn them into com-

plainers. “That test was so unfair.” “My friend was so mean to me.” “Why did you give me 

cheese again in my lunch?” 

For survival purposes, our brains tend to skew experience with a negative bias, surveying life for 

threats or problems. People of any age have to work hard to remember moments that are positive 

or joyful because negative experiences leave a more powerful imprint on our experience. This 

tendency to look for the negative is so ingrained that in our Western culture, it is deemed real-

istic. 

Our children will complain because they are human, and listening to their concerns empathically 

is crucial to their development. We can nurture their capacity for joy by noticing and comment-

ing when they are happy or able to rise above difficult circumstances—“I saw you and your 

friend were happy playing together after you worked out your argument” rather than “What a 

hard argument you had with our friend. Are you still feeling angry?” 

As the saying goes, we can help our children feel “more blessed than stressed.” 

Our brains have plasticity, and we can encourage a sense of well-being by asking questions at the 

end of the day that stir positive reflection and resilience. “What were the best parts of today?” 

“Did anything funny happen?” “Were you able to help anyone today?” “Did anyone help you?” 
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